Welcome you and yours friends and families on 2nd annual of Championships for Seniors OPEN Slovakia 2020
February 27th – March 01st 2020

Hotel Most Slávy***
Trenčianske Teplice

Propositions of tournament and schedule:
27.02.2020 Thursday (possible to arrive)
14:00 - arrival and accommodation in Hotel Most Slávy
14:30 - 17:00 acclimatization (individual SPA treatment)
18:00 - 19:00 dinner
20:00 - 22:00 SPA Culture or common pair go

28.02.2020 Friday
10:00 - 09:00 breakfast
09:00 - 11:30 common pair go
14:00 - arrival and accommodation in Hotel Most Slávy
14:30 - 17:00 acclimatization (individual SPA treatment)
17:30 - 18:00 registration
18:00 - 19:00 dinner
19:00 - 22:00 Opening Ceremony, interview and 1st round

29.02.2020 Saturday (special day for go)
08:00 - 09:00 breakfast
09:00 - 11:30 2nd round
12:00 - 17:00 common SPA bath & lunch, sightseeing tour
18:00 - 19:00 dinner
19:00 - 22:00 3rd Round

01.03.2020 Sunday
08:00 - 09:00 breakfast
09:00 - 11:30 4th round
11:30 – 12:30 lunch break
12:30 - 14:00 5th round
14:15 - statement of results and conclusion

Within an incredible 100 meters from the hotel you can enjoy:
- Take a SPA session at the Sina 39 Degrees C and Hamman Restroom
- Shared SPA treatment in the pool Dr. Čapek 37.5 degrees C
- Outdoor thermal pool 35 degrees C for the public
- Promenade and drinking regime of the Iphigenia spring, with spa wafers
- Cymbal in Slovak Village Restaurant, Cultural concert at Pax Hotel or local evening Cinema
- Karel Čapek invented the term Robot ... right here in Trenčianske Teplice

Possible local tourism:
- Walk to Klepáč hill about 1.10 h, with a view of the pearl Carpathian Mountains (Jokai Mor)
- Jánošíková Cave about 20 min
- Local park and beautiful villas around
During the tournament, the opportunity to use the water for treatment procedures: Based on personal experience (JM) recommended to go every day with a bathing procedure, optimally 3. Water has extra beneficial effects. The procedure have to be booked in advance, more info at: https://www.kupele-teplice.sk/relax_a_procedury/termalne_a_relaxacne_bazen/termalne_bazen/

Accommodation: Hotel Most Slávy *** http://www.hotelmostslavy.sk/

Date: February 27th – March 01st 2020 (Thursday - Sunday)

- Group price per person 33, 20 € / per night
- Accommodation for 2 persons in a double room Standard min. 3 nights
- Half board (breakfast - buffet tables, dinner - choice of 3-course meals)
- 1x spa treatment in the pool MUDr. Capek
- Free access to the hotel swimming pool, in limited time to the Finnish sauna
- Group price per person 42, 25 € / per night (2 persons in a double room Standard min. 2 nights)

Playing system: McMahon, equal games, time: 60 minutes per player + 4 x 30 seconds japan byo-yomi, Japanese rules, komi 6.5. (Born latest in 1970 is accepted as senior, ladies 1990). This is a 5-rounds A tournament, going into the rating.

Starting fee: 20 € (members of SAG & ČAGo 15€)

Location: Accommodation and playing in the premises of Most Slávy *** Hotel, Trenčianske Teplice

Prices: Victory statuette for Senior of the year 2020, Medals, financial and value

Registration: by email, or via telephone, or personally. At the same time is necessary personally to pay, or via banking transfer non-refundable registration deposit 15€ latest till 5th. January 2020. Reservation of accommodation will be arranged. The accommodation and boarding will pay every person on place at the reception.

Name of bank account:
Go klub Taogo Bratislava
IBAN SK08 1100 0000 0029 4707 8707 BIC (SWIFT) TATRSKBA

Registration form:

List of registered participants:

Kontakt: Július Masarovič 0905 253 978, E-mail: taogo@taojoga.sk

Team:
Organizer: Július Masarovič
Adviser: Milan Jadroň
Judge: Miroslav Poliak president of SAG
Draw: Martin Strelka
Fujara: Ivan Oravec

Country coordinators:
Ukraine: Slavomír Králič
Czechia: soon announced
Austria: Alfred Effenberg
Serbia: Željko Veselinovič